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Astor Matira Height Adjustable Bath with Seat System
Highlights:
Highlights:
Height adjustable to minimise
handling strain
1,600mm compact option
Integrated detachable powered
seat system for safe transfer removable for general family use
Seat chassis for easy transfer
from the bathroom to bedroom

The Astor Matira Bath is a feature packed height adjustable bath with
detachable seat system. It is an ideal choice to promote independence in
the home, allowing a safe self or assisted transfer into the bath without the
need to use a hoist.
The integrated powered seat with its lap strap and nursing arms enables
bathers to transfer safely and comfortably. Obstacle sensors ensure the
motion halts if necessary. The seat can also be completely removed, and
a headrest fitted to enable comfortable bathing for the whole family.
The 1,600mm option of the Astor Matira Bath is ideal for small bathrooms
and ensuites, with the unique internal shape giving the bather a spacious
but supported bathing experience. The smooth lines also allow for easier
cleaning and superior hygiene control.
With a proprietary bearing system, multi-layer GRP panels, twin gel coated
seat and high grade 304 stainless steel parts, the Astor Matira has been
built to the highest standard and is designed for longevity.

Standard Features:

Optional Extras:

SWL 150kg/24st

Air spa

Detachable powered seat with lap strap, nursing
arms, obstacle sensors and a transfer chassis

Bluetooth sound system

Choice of taps with TMV2 or TMV3 controls
Battery backup
Obstacle Sensors
Length Options: 1600mm or 1700mm (x 750mm)
Working height range: 680mm-1080mm
3 Year warranty (Terms and conditions apply)

Colour changing light therapy system
Commode seat
Autofill sensor to prevent overfilling
Neatfold changing stretcher
Range of service & warranty packages
Please ask for further details.
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Model Name:

Astor Matira

Product Description

Height adjustable bath with seat system

Product Codes

Fixed Seat:

00.093.50.xxxx 1610….1620….1710….1720

Detachable Seat: 00.093.60.xxxx
Height Range

680 mm - 1080 mm

Dimensions

1600 mm or 1700 mm (x 750 mm)

Features:
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All dimensions in mm:
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